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ASTRACT
Observationsof variabilityin stellarwinds providean importantprobe of
their dynamics. It is crucialhoweverto know that any variabilityseen in
a data set can be clearlyattributedto the star and not to instrumentalor
data processingeffects. In the course of analysisof IUE high resolution
data of e Cam and other O, B and Wolf-Rayet stars several effects were
found which cause spuriousvariabilityor spuriousspectral featuresin our
data. Programming has been developed to partiallycompensate for these
effectsusing the InteractiveData Language(IDL) on the LASP PDP 11/34 at
the Universityof Colorado. Use of an interactivelanguagesuch as IDL is
particularlysuited to analysis of variabilitydata as it permits use of
efficient programs coupled with the judgement of the scientistat each
stageof processing.

INTRODUCTION
In order to extractthe scientificallyinterestinginformationfrom a data
set, it is necessaryto be certain that any features in the data represent
the object under study,and not the instrumentstudyingthe object,or the
way in which the data has been reduced. This is applicableboth to single
observationsof an object,or to a series of observationswhose purpose is
to search for temporal variability. During analysisof IUE high-resolution
spectra of several O, B, and Wolf-Rayet stars a number of effects were
found which cause either spuriousvariabilityor spuriousspectral features
in the data. This can considerablycomplicateanalysisand interpretation
of spectra. Not all of these effects can be easily seen in a cursory
examinationof the dataprovidedbyVILSPA and GSFC.

SIGNATURESOF PROBLEMS
The problems we have uncovered at the University of Colorado (C.U.) are
more importantin the hot stars surveyedthan the ITF problem, or other "
problems addressedto date. Some can be identifiedquite quickly. These
includeimproperzero levelsin the centersof saturatedabsorptionfeatures,
such as interstellarlines or strong P Cygni profiles. (This is more of a
complicationfor analysis than a real stumblingblock, since the true zero
level is inferred directly.) A more serious problem is poor matching
between adjacent orders (see Fig. 1), which rules out immediateinterpre-
tationand analysisof extendedspectralfeaturessuchas P Cygni profiles.

More subtle effects may not be as obvious. These include distortionsof
line profiles,which in extremecases can cause a saturatedline to appear
unsaturated,for example. In other cases spectral featuresclearlypresent
in the gross spectrummay be masked in the net spectrum. Spuriousabsorption
featuresmay also be introducedintothe spectrum(see Fig. 2). Clearly,
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the absenceof real spectral features,and the presenceof spuriousfeatures
can leadto significantmisinterpretationof the data.

It is importantto note that these problems are not peculiar to either
VILSPA- or GSFC- processeddata. They also can occur in data that has been
processedwith the new ITF as well as old ITF data. Data from some observing
runs has up to 97% of the images affected. The problems are typically
worst at the short wavelength end of the images, where the orders of the
echellogramare most closely crowded together, but may affect the entire
image. In many cases 50% of an image is rendered useless,which is an
unfortunatewaste of valuableobservingtime. These effectsare not constant
from exposureto exposureand can thereforeintroduceconsiderab--l-espurious
variabilitywhich can totallyswamp any real variationspresent in a set of
observations(see Fig. 3).

A PROBABLECAUSE

Images having normal photowritesand gross spectrabut showing these data
problems have been found at C.U. to have backgroundrecordswhich contain
ghost spectralfeatures and which are an appreciablefractionof the ampli-
tude of the gross spectrum(up to 95%). This indicatesthat the gross and
background scan lines have been misplacedperpendicularto the dispersion
direction,with the backgroundscan apparentlyobtainedat a position very
close to or within the stellarspectrum.

It is necessaryto considerwhat physicallymight cause this misplacement.
The IUE Image Processing InformationManual (Version 1.0) (1) notes that
thermaleffects in the spectrographoptical train can cause shifts of up to
three pixels perpendicularto the dispersiondirectionin the geometrically
and photometricallycorrectedimage. The calibrationexposuresused in the
automaticregistrationprocedureare taken every two weeks normally,whereas
thermalshiftsare known to occur on time scalesof a few hours.

Thus, if data are processedusing the automaticregistrationprocedure,the
image may be incorrectlyscanned for the gross spectrum and background.
The gross appears to be less noticeablyaffectedthan the interorderscans,
probablybecause use of a larger slit makes placementof the scan line less
critical. Also, as the orders crowd together at short wavelengthsin the
echelle format, the problem becomes more severe. If the background scan
line is to be placed on or very near to an order, a net spectrum results
which bears very little resemblanceto the true spectrumwhenthe background
scan is subtractedfrom the gross spectrum.

A PARTIALSOLUTION
If any of these data problems appear in an image or set of images,it is
essential to check the data in several ways. First, if the photowrite
appearsto be abnormal it is probably impossibleto extract believabledata
from that image. If the photowrite seems normal, the problem may be
related to improper extraction procedures and the gross spectrum and
background record on the data tape shouldbe examinedorder by order. If
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the gross spectrum, when ripple-corrected,shows poor matching between
adjacent orders, or other distortions, reprocessingat VILSPA or GSFC is
recommended.

There are situations, however, in which data having some of the problems
described here can be salvaged without a need for reprocessing. Programs
have been developed for this purpose on the LASP PDP 11/34 at C.U. using
Interactive Data Language (IDL). Use of an interactive language such as
IDL is particularly suited to reprocessingwork or variability analysis as
it permits use of efficient programs coupled with the judgement of the
scientistat each stage of processing.

Our basic technique, following a suggestion by Heap (private communication)
has been to repeatedly smooth the background tracing provided by VILSPA or
GSFC with a running boxcar average until no spectral features remain. This
is then subtracted from the gross spectrum, and the resulting spectrum is
ripple corrected. This approach only works if the background is not too
badly behaved and if it is not comparableto the gross in amplitude. Using
these programs, we have been able to identify variability in several OB
starswith confidencethat the variabilityis stellar(2).

SUMMARY
The types of data-processing errors uncovered at C.U. in IUE high-
resolution data indicate that IUE data should be thoroughlyexamined before
analysis is attempted on any spectrum. Use of an interactivelanguage such
as IDL and programming similar to that developed at C.U. can make this a
routine and relatively painless process. By taking such precautionsmuch
greater confidence can be placed in the results of any analysis and interpre-
tation of IUE data whether from single images or as part of a search for
temporalvariability.
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I. _IVL1240 P Cygniprofileregionin 59 Cygni showingpoor matching
betweenorders.Thisimagewasprocessedwiththenew ITF.
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2. NV L1240 region in _ Ori. All tracings have been ripple corrected for
ease in viewing. Top tracing: gross spectrum. Middle: background.
Note that amplitude is about the same as for the gross. Bottom: net
obtained by subtracting the background from the gross. Note spurious
absorptionfeatureswhich have replacedthe NV P Cygni profile.
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3. NV L1240 in _ Cam. These 4 tracings are the net ripple corrected
spectra provided by VILSPA or GSFC. The gross spectra for these are
essentially identical. Note the appearance and disappearance of CIII
L1247 absorption. Note also the considerable distortions in the P Cygni
profi]e in SWP 2614, 2615. These changes are of the same order as rea____l
variations noted in OB stars, but in this case are completely spurious.




